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Centre for Global Education
The Centre for Global Education was established in 1986 to provide education services that
enhance awareness of international development issues. Its central remit is to provide
learning that will enable individuals and organisations to address the causes of poverty,
inequality and injustice at local and global levels. The Centre’s resources and training
programmes enable learners to understand the cultural, economic, social and political
influences on our lives that result from our growing interdependence with other countries
and societies. They also provide the skills, values, knowledge and understanding necessary
to facilitate action that will contribute to poverty eradication both locally and globally.
The Centre for Global Education’s main aims are to:
 Act as a resource for research and education on global issues;
 Support the work of groups and organisations that foster social and economic
equality at all levels;
 Facilitate networking and co-operation with relevant agencies and groups;
 Provide training and resources on development issues;
 Encourage the use of development education methodologies to bring about
change at a local and global level;
 Network with partner organisations that share our values and commitment to
social justice and equality.
Contact details
For further information on the Centre for Global Education please contact:
Information Officer
Centre for Global Education
9 University Street
Belfast
BT7 1FY
Tel:
E-mail:
Web Site:
Facebook:
Twitter:

(0044) 2890 241 879
info@centreforglobaleducation.com
www.centreforglobaleducation.com
https://www.facebook.com/centreforglobaleducation
https://twitter.com/CGEbelfast

E-bulletin:

http://www.centreforglobaleducation.com/ebulletin
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About the Workshop
This workshop aimed to support reflection and debate on how development educators
engage the public on international development issues. The action outcome is regularly
cited by governments, non-governmental organisations and inter-governmental bodies like
UNESCO as a core component of our education activities. At the very heart of development
education practice, inspired by Paulo Freire, is praxis or the idea of combining reflection and
action toward positive social change. But how effective are we as development educators
and development practitioners in incorporating the action component into the planning and
delivery of our work? Do we discuss the action outcome with learners and agree outcomes
in partnership and dialogue with them or do we prescribe a menu of pre-determined
outcomes?
Citizen engagement has become a central question in development dialogue of late
following the publication of Oxfam’s Finding Frames report (2011), which suggests that the
development sector is struggling to enhance and sustain public action on the structural
causes of poverty and inequality. The workshop drew upon recent research by Amy Skinner
and Sandra Oliveira (2014) which investigated citizen engagement in Portugal, Greece and
Cyprus in the aftermath of, and in response to, the 2008 financial crisis. Sandra Oliveira
presented the research at the workshop and led participants in an activity in which they can
reflected upon the implications of the research for an Irish context.
The workshop also included presentations from local community and development
organisations that have managed to successfully engage citizens in effective actions. We
had the opportunity to discuss the potential lessons from these case studies for
development education practitioners in a range of sectors. Ultimately, the focus of the
workshop was to enable participants to come away with a clearer understanding of how to
make action a more central and effective part of their practice. The feedback received from
participants suggested that this was the case.
The workshop did not require prior knowledge of global issues and attracted participation
from a range of education sectors: third level, community arts, community development,
development NGOs and development education practitioners.
The workshop aim was to:
To support reflection and debate on how development educators can enhance their
engagement with the public on international development issues.
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The project objectives were to:
 To identify and discuss some of the key challenges in arriving at effective outcomes
as part of development education practice.
 To enable participants to incorporate citizen engagement more effectively within the
planning and delivery of development education activities.
 To learn from good practice in citizen engagement from local community and
development organisations.
 To learn from research conducted on citizen engagement in other parts of the
European Union.
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WORKSHOP PROGRAMME
10.00am

Coffee / Tea and Registration

10.30am

Introductions / Purpose of Workshop

10.45am

Icebreaker

11.00am

Journeys to Citizen Engagement – presentation by Sandra Oliveira

11.30pm

Activity: How do we Enhance Citizen Engagement in Ireland?

> Plenary brainstorm (Shower of Ideas) 20 mins addressing three main questions:




What are the main obstacles and pitfalls confronted by development education
practitioners when engaging citizens in Ireland?
What have been the main achievements by development educators in engaging Irish
citizens as part of their work?
What are the main entry points (issues, themes, methods) that development
educators should work toward to better engage Irish citizens as part of their work?

> Discussion groups: these questions will be explored further in three groups over 30
minutes. Each group will appoint a rapporteur to feedback.
12.45pm

LUNCH

1.30pm

Case Studies of Good Practice in Ireland:





Debt and Development Coalition Ireland (Sian Crowley)
Creativity and Change (Nora Furlong)
Lourdes Youth and Community (Helena McNeill)

3 x 15min presentations and 15mins discussion.
2.30pm

Coffee / Tea

2.45pm

Designing an Action: what are the essential elements to achieving effective
citizen engagement?

This will involved discussion in three breakout groups followed by discussion.
3.30pm

Feedback

3.45pm

Evaluation

4.00pm

Close
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PRESENTATION by Sandra Oliveira
Sandra presented the aims, methodology and outcomes of her research report, Journeys to Citizen
Engagement: Action Research with Development Education Practitioners in Portugal, Cyprus and
Greece. The research was compiled with Amy Skinner and published by DEEEP (Citizens’
Empowerment for Global Justice). The report was the result of an action research project on citizen
engagement approaches used by DEAR (Development Education and Awareness Raising)
practitioners and wider civil society in Portugal, Cyprus and Greece. The participatory research
process gave voice to DEAR practitioners and enabled the recommendations included at the end of
the report to come directly from the DEAR community itself. The report provides an interesting
insight into some of the key elements and challenges of engaging citizens in working for a better
world, as well as being a useful resource for further reflection on how to improve citizen
engagement approaches within your work.
Sandra’s presentation of the research and its outcomes sparked an interesting discussion among
participants and fed into the brainstorm and discussion groups that followed. The research is
available at:
http://deeep.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/DEEEP4_QualityImpact_Report_2013_web.pdf

Sandra Oliveira
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BRAINSTORM SHOWER OF IDEAS
 The full plenary participated in a brainstorm addressing the questions below.

What are the main obstacles to Citizen Engagement?

 “Clictivism” – deeper involvement
 Preaching to the converted
 Linking the local to the global
 Limited funding / project cycles
 Type of funding – often linear and inflexible
 Occupying safe social spaces that support interaction
 Presenting alternatives: lack of options because of recession and
neoliberalism

 Powerlessness / lack of agency and the role of the media in this
 Complexity of the issues
 Ethics should permeate all sectors

Icebreaker activity
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BRAINSTORM SHOWER OF IDEAS
What have been the main achievements by development educators in citizen
engagement?

 Inspiring and passionate practitioners
 Creative practitioners and innovative resources: thinking ‘outside the
box’

 Expressing marginalised voices / opinions
 International solidarity and alternative models of development
 Contributions to civil society and social justice
 Professionalisation of the sector
 Irish government policy and funding
 Good resources
 We have kept global, transformative learning on the agenda of formal
and informal institutions and policy-makers

 Fundraising for development overseas: big contribution from Ireland
 Fairtrade: an important global link to the local
 We have created change but it is often intangible and difficult to
measure
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BRAINSTORM SHOWER OF IDEAS
What are the main entry points for better citizen engagement by
development educators?
 Social media but you need a base / audience
 Celebrity / less conventional ways to endorse issues
 Social movements as agents of change, e.g. water campaign
 Global travel can result in activism and long-term commitment through,
for example, volunteering
 Different interventions and access points at different times – youth,
older people etc.
 Local – global links through solidarity work, travel and interaction
 Marketing campaigns – can we learn something?
 Disillusion with current development model can result in impetus for
change

Icebreaker
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BREAKOUT GROUPS
 In three breakout groups, participants discussed the questions and brainstorm responses
in more depth.

(1) What are the main obstacles to Citizen Engagement?







People have their own issues – start where they are at
Isolation, loneliness – making connections
Neoliberalism – promotes individualism, encourages disconnection
Good intentions not enough!
Transactional nature of capitalism has seeped into deved!!
Online engagement – connects but also disconnects (breadth but limited
depth)
 Refugee solidarity – many women getting involved
 Different entry points – what are the different steps to engagement?
 Values – all different
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BREAKOUT GROUPS
(2) What have been the main achievements by development educators in
citizen engagement?
 More cohesive sector
 Cross-over / inter-sectoral collaboration
 Community of practice
 Citizens (dandelion) – Voice (Witness / hearing space)
 Engagement through life cycle
 Transformative (confidence / HR / consumerism)
 Solidarity (wider global concepts - empathy)
 Building empathy (books) to breakdown stereotypes
 Broader understanding of “achievements” (not just ticking boxes)
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BREAKOUT GROUPS
(3) What are the main entry points for better citizen engagement by
development educators?
 Schools, classrooms and higher education
- Teacher education
- Clubs and societies
- Curriculum development
- Politics and Society (NCCA)
 Linking with real life events, e.g. ebola, migration
 Faith organisations
 Overseas volunteering informing structured learning / development
education in schools and higher education
 Trade unions – global employment issues
 Peers / family influence: kids telling parents to get involved
 Fun activities
- Books
- Culture night
- All-Ireland development education
 Institutional links – GAA / ICA / IFA
 Products with a story, e.g. coffee sales, ethical consumption
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CASE STUDIES
We had three presentations of good practice from local development practitioners who
have successfully engaged learners in citizen engagement. The presentations were
delivered by:
Sian Crowley (Debt and Development Coalition Ireland)
Nora Furlong (Creativity and Change Programme, Cork Institute of Technology)
Helena McNeill (Lourdes Youth and Community Services)
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Nora Furlong – Creativity and Change Programme, CIT
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DESIGNING AN ACTION
What are the essential elements to achieving effective citizen engagement?
 In three breakout groups, participants considered some of the essential elements to
consider when planning to engage learners in action outcomes. The results are below.

Commitment, Time,
Funding, Insurance,
Health & Safety

What do you want
to see at the end?
What does the
group think?

Exploring different
pathways to the goal

What is the capacity and
context?

Action must be part of learning
process not a demonstration
of outcomes

How will you get there?
Method? Objectives?

Reflective
evaluation. What
did the action
achieve?

Designing
an Action
(1)
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Who is the action for? Is
your aim realistic? Do
you have a vision?

What’s the bigger picture / impact?
Have a dynamic, flexible
approach
What does the group
think?

The action must be
something that people
can identify with

Use props such as
information sheets,
visual aids to
ensure sustainable
impact

Something that enhances the
‘sense of community’

Designing
an Action
(2)

Make the action fun and
appealing

Consider logistics /
timing, costs etc and
ensure adequate
promotion

Be realistic, agree
specific objectives
and an achievable
timeframe

Give the learner ownership of
the process and be part of
vision and shaping of where it
can go

Be creative with the
resources available.

Be realistic about
target audience and
ensure follow-up
debriefing

Mission? Why
are you affecting
change?
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(Autonomous) follow-up to
continue conversations

Autonomous critical
thinking

Having access to one key
person in the learner
community!!

SKILLS:
organising –
practical facilitation

Understanding
what you want to
achieve and what
actions you want to
take

Move beyond the
personal to the global
using structural analysis
Confidence – Safety - Trust

Designing
an Action
(3)

OUTCOMES –
should be
context specific
to the group and
their
environment

LEADERSHIP: who
becomes a leader? When
to lead? What is
responsible leadership?
What is group leadership?
(group acting together as a
team)

Feel free to express opinions
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
Sandra Oliveira’s Presentation
It was good to hear discussion of these issues based on research. I think following up with similar
research in Ireland would be useful.
Good content but it would have been good to have broken up the ‘lecture’ more, for example, with
group activities between each point, rather than just a talk with Q & A at the end.
I thought Sandra’s presentation could have done with some visual aids but became really focused
and useful near the end.
I was really interested in the context which was extremely relevant to my work. I was really
interested in ABCD, what are we not using, what do we have? I think this is a very useful approach
and can be uplifting at times when you think your efforts are going nowhere.
Her presentation was good but having already read the paper I gained more from the discussions /
Q&A after.
I thoroughly enjoyed Sandra’s presentation, and her calm style was very inspiring. I will definitely
read the longer report she published about the research. I found it very interesting that dev ed,
action, and engagement, means different things in different countries. I also appreciated Sandra
saying that we should be giving more feedback to the funders.

Case Studies
Very interesting presentations, but also showed the breadth of different projects that fall under the
banner of Dev Ed.
All excellent.
All were relevant, interesting, and gave good examples of process/product. I particularly enjoyed
Sian’s presentation, it complemented the other 2 nicely by giving a concrete case study of how
creative methodologies are so important in engaging others in complex issues that are burdened by
inaccessible language and too many figures. I found this the most useful part. Always good to share
the challenges and success of action outcomes with others.
I particularly enjoyed the fact the presentations covered different topics, but they all linked together
very well – none of it was repetitive, but it all came together to complement each other. It was
extremely interesting to hear about the different types of dev ed happening within different spaces
and with different groups, and what dev ed means to LYCS. The presentations displayed how many
different types of ways we can approach dev ed. Also I had not heard about Nora’s course before at
all, so hearing about that was wonderful.

What would you change?
Maybe try to incorporate a specific outcome or follow-on project for those involved, such as for
example, carrying out a piece of research like Sandra’s.
More interaction / workshopping from participants. Generally, though, it was excellent.
Perhaps at the end you could have given each group a case study to then develop an action plan - it
would have challenged us more and given us an opportunity to be more creative I think.
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I think it would have been useful to interrogate what we meant by citizen engagement at the
beginning, as the conversation drifted into ‘successes of development education sector in Ireland’
rather than keeping the focus on the theme of the workshop. The debate was good though, and
some interesting stuff came up!
I liked the discussions about entry points that we work towards to engage Irish citizens. My concern
is that our perspective of the Irish Citizen is too simplistic. We need to be very aware of the diverse
demography. Values, capacity and interest of the citizen to engage.
It would have been useful perhaps to have mapped out all the different types of audiences we have
with DE and then consider the best way to approach action outcomes with such groups as it will
always depend on the context.
Maybe have examples of engagement from the formal education sector or maybe to indicate that it
doesn’t happen there to the same extent as other sectors.
The explanation of the final activity was a bit unclear. And also having a conversation about funding
/ education / activism outlined above would be amazing. One thing I felt was lacking was
representation from Global South NGOs, or anti-racist NGOs. I’d by really interested in hearing about
what kind of tools and methodologies they use for tackling prejudice and what they feel the
strengths / weaknesses are.
I would like some brief hands on creative/ role play / collaborative piece in the afternoon – like our
ice breaker in the start, which was great.

What should be done to follow-up the workshop?
Maybe an edition of Policy and Practice based around the workshop’s central question?
One page sheet of things to keep in mind would be useful, thanks!
Could CGE perhaps work collaboratively with IDEA to create a toolkit of guidance on planning for
action outcomes in DE that will address the needs for different types of audiences, e.g young people,
adults in community settings, teachers, youth workers, community workers, business groups,
politicians etc.
Maybe having a larger and similar event with other CSOs.
A day of workshops covering different creative methodologies and how you carry them through to
the engagement part would be brilliant!! (Not a big ask I know).
Perhaps some case studies and a practical hands on session. For example, if Nora was to explain
more about her course and then do a brief creative w/shop.
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PARTICIPANT LIST

NAME

ORGANISATION

E-MAIL

Sian Crowley

Debt and Development
Coalition Ireland

sian@debtireland.org

Orla Devine

Centre for Global
EducatioN

orla@centreforglobaleducation.com

Nora Furlong

Cork Institute of
Technology

creaTivityandchangecit@gmail.com

Creativity and Change
Course
Susan Gallwey

IDEA

Susan@ideaonline.ie

Elke Köker

St Mary’s Howth

elkekoker@gmail.com

Church of Ireland
Zuzanna
Kucharski

University of Ottawa
Canada

zkuch063@uottawa.ca

Mags Liddy

University of Limerick

magslid@gmail.com

Stephen
McCloskey

Centre for Global
Education

stephen@centreforglobaleducation.com

Vera McEvoy

NTL Ireland Co-ordinator

vera.mcevoy@nlt.ie

Helena McNeill

Lourdes Youth and
Community

deved@lycs.ie

Diarmaid
Mulcahy

Council for the West

thebrighterworld@gmail.com

Deirdre Murray

deemu2001@yahoo.ie

Chris O’Connell

LASC

chrisotb@gmail.com

Rebecca
O’Halloran

Plan International Ireland

Rebecca.OHalloran@plan-international.org

Sandra Oliveira

4Change, Lisbon & DEAR
Support Team

sandra@4change.org

Grainne O’Neill

Comhlamh

Grainne@comhlamh.org
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Jenny Quinn

Irish League of Credit
Unions

jquinn@creditunion.ie

International
Development Foundation
Mireille Riby

mireillerigby@gmail.com

David Rossiter

The Leprosy Mission
Ireland

david.rossiter@leprosy.ie

Debbie Thomas

Nepal Leprosy Trust

debbie.thomas@nlt.ie

Shirley Tutty

The Brighter World

thebrighterworld@gmail.com

Deirdre Walsh

Kimmage Development
Studies Centre

deerdra@gmail.com
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FACILITATORS / PRESENTERS
Sandra Oliveira has worked in the Non-formal education and non-profits sector since 2002.
She started her career as a journalist in 1992. Passionate about documentary film making
and participatory methodologies, she is currently dedicated to Visual Anthropology – and
will eventually deliver her Masters thesis on the subject. She is involved in the field of
global citizenship education, community development and cooperation and keeps
researching new approaches and tools to foster community engagement.
Sian Crowley has worked with Debt and Development Coalition since 2012, working on
development education, campaigns, and events, and has been involved in global justice
activism and community and development education for many years. Sian is particularly
interested in how we explore justice issues in creative ways through participatory
methodologies.
Orla Devine is Global Learning Programme Co-ordinator in the Centre for Global Education.
Nora Furlong has a background in youth work. She was the youth worker on the Global
Education Programme in Mayfield Arts for nearly 10 years. Her work is about engaging
people of diverse backgrounds in Global Citizenship Educational Programmes. These
programmes use creative methodologies, to develop skills, values and competence to
reflect on and engage in action related to personal, community and global justice issues. She
co-coordinates and delivers the Creativity & Change Programme in CIT. She also delivers
modules in Development Education, Creative Social Action and Creative Youth Work Models
on UCC Youth Work Masters Programme as well as various other freelance work. She
strongly believes that most people want to be part of creating a more just world but often
don't have the ways and means of going about it. Global Citizenship Education Programmes
can facilitate this and help mobilise people for positive change.
Helena McNeill is a Development Education worker with Lourdes Youth and Community
Services, a community development organisation based in Dublin’s North East Inner City.
LYCS delivers community training, a childcare programme, youth and adult education
training, and a development education programme of training courses and empowerment
programmes.
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New Publications available from the Centre for Global Education
“An ideal lift-off point for anyone interested
in the issues that underpin poverty and
injustice at local and global levels.
It
combines accessible writing on essential
international development issues with a
call for action.”
Marina Sitrin (author of Everyday Revolutions,
2012)
“This is of global value to a radically
changing world. It is essentially a survey of
all the issues that affect the global South
and shape the global North.”
Hector Maldonado Felix, Universidad National
Mayor de San Marcos, Peru
From the Local to the Global: Key Issues in
Development Studies, 3rd Edition,
Edited by Gerard McCann and Stephen
McCloskey, ISBN: 978 0 7453 34738; Pluto
Press; May 2015; Paperback; 352 pages.
To order a copy please click on this link:
http://www.centreforglobaleducation.com/from-the-local-to-the-global-3rd-edition

“This special issue of Policy and Practice
provides an outstanding view of the state of
the field of development education from a
range
of
excellent
scholars
and
practitioners. Once again, this journal
demonstrates its success in supporting
educators' understanding of the contested
areas and edges of development education
theory and practice in many parts of the
world”.
Lynette Shultz, Associate Dean, International &
Director, Centre for Global Citizenship Education
and Research, University of Alberta.
Policy and Practice: Tenth Anniversary
Edition, Centre for Global Education, Belfast,
2015 can ordered from
http://www.centreforglobaleducation.com/policypractice---10th-anniversary-edition
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The Centre for Global Education (CGE) is a development non-governmental
organisation that provides education services to increase awareness of international
development issues. Its central remit is to promote education that challenges the
underlying causes of poverty and inequality in the developing world and effect action
toward social and economic justice.

The Centre equips individuals and organisations to understand the cultural,
economic, social and political influences on our lives that result from our growing
interdependence with other countries and societies. It also provides learners with
the skills, values, knowledge and understanding necessary to facilitate action that
will contribute to poverty eradication both locally and globally.
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